Diurnal rhythm disorder of behavioral activity in SAMP1 mice is partially normalized by spontaneous wheel running.
We examined the diurnal rhythms of food and water intake, spontaneous wheel running (SWR), and spontaneous motor activity (SMA) in the SAMP1 strain, a mouse model of accelerated senescence. Without SWR exercise, food, and water intake in the SAMP1 mice was significantly higher during the light (L)-phase of the light-darkness (LD) cycle than in the control SAMR1 strain. Additionally, SWR and SMA activity rhythms were split in SAMP1 mice, as demonstrated by the appearance of a secondary peak starting from the end of the dark (D)-phase. SWR exercise significantly increased the percentages of nocturnal food and water intake and SMA in the SAMP1 mice, although food and water intake did not reach the level of control SAMR1 mice. Thus, the disordered diurnal rhythms in SAMP1 mice can be normalized, even if only partially, by SWR exercise.